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HOW TO LEARN

- Study the Element carefully.

- Write down answers to all the questions in the Element.
This will help you not only to learn, but also to apply
the knowledge in your work at a later stage.

- After studying the Element on your own, discuss it with
your instructor and colleagues, then take part in practi-
cal exercises organised by your instructor.
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Read these brief descriptions of two different co-operative

farm . supply services.

- Alpha Co-operative sold everything its members needed, in
all varieties and package sizes. Nothing was ever out of
stock. The society's warehouse was open all day, every
day. A large well-trained staff was available to in-
struct members in the use of all products. The society
would deliver any quantity of supplies to their farms, if
requested. Alpha's prices were very low. Members were
not required to pay until harvest time, when they had
money.

- Beta Co-operative was very different. It only stocked
the most popular items and never more than a single var-
iety. Members had to collect supplies themselves and to
pay immediately in cash. The warehouse was open only on
working days and then only for a few hours. Members had
to know exactly what they wanted and how to use it, since
there was no staff to advise them. Beta's prices were
fairly high. Furthermore, because Beta wanted to keep
stocks as low as possible, it often ran out of important
items.

In fact both co-operatives failed. Why do you think this

happened?
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Alpha Co-operative provided every possible service to its

members but the cost was far too great. It soon ran out of

money and had to go out of business.

Beta Co-operative had very low costs and was very efficient

- but it failed to meet its members' needs. They were

forced to buy supplies elsewhere. The society soon went out

of business because its sales were so low.

Which, then, is more important:

- to satisfy members' needs, or

- to keep costs as low as possible?

They are equally important! A farm supply service cannot

survive unless it does both. The problem with Alpha and

Beta was that each thought only about one aspect. Alpha

wanted to do everything for its members and forgot costs.

Beta did everything to keep costs down and neglected ser-

vice.

Alpha and Beta are two extremes, at opposite ends of the

scale.

The manager of a farm supply service must find the correct

point of balance so that members' needs can be satisfied and

costs controlled. This booklet helps you to do this.
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"Why don't you sell chicken feed?"

"I just need five litres of insecticide but you sell only

these big drums."

"Your seed prices are much too high."

"I need the fertiliser now, today. But you say I have to

wait a whole week."

"Can't you tell me how to use this spray?"

"We cannot carry this load up the hill. Will you help with

transport?"

If the manager of a co-operative receives many complaints of

this sort, it means his supply services are not good

enough. How can we find out what members really need, so

that we can give the best service?

Imagine that you had an empty warehouse and a certain amount

of money to spend on farm supplies. How would you decide

what items to stock?

If you are an experienced farmer from that region yourself,

you may already know what the farmers need and can afford to

buy. But that is not likely. You probably will have to

seek advice. Whom should you ask?
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Below are a number of people you could ask.

	

Why might

their advice not be correct?

The suppliers of "farm inputs" -

but they tend to promote only their own goods.

The staff of the Ministry of Agriculture -

but government people are not always familiar with

local needs.

The managers of nearby co-operatives -

but their members' needs may be different from

yours.

Private shopkeepers in the area -

but they may want to discourage you from competing

with them.

You could ask such people but the best sources of informa-

tion are clearly -

The members themselves -

but they might not be aware of the full range of

products they could use and those members you ask

might not be typical of all members. It would be

too costly and take too much time to ask every

member.

The Committee.

Since the committee is elected by the members to re-

present them when important decisions are taken,this

ought to be the best source of advice. The Com-

mittee should be familiar with the members, their

needs and problems. It should be quite well in-

formed about farm supplies that are available and

suitable. But there is still a risk that advice

from committee-members might reflect their own per-

sonal interests and needs rather than those of the

"typical member".



Making a survey

To be absolutely sure what supplies are necessary in your

co-operative, you need not only good advice, you need to

know some facts, such as:

- the amount of land devoted to each crop;

- the kind of supplies needed to get the best production;

- the amount of supplies needed;

- the amount of money available to the farmer for supplies.

In a large co-operative, it would be difficult to get this

information. The Delta Co-operative, for instance, had

1,000 members. The manager realised that he could not ques-

tion each member as to his situation. Therefore, he decided

to make a survey, based on a small proportion of the member-

ship.

But there were both "big" and "small" farmers in the so-

ciety, some living in the valley and some in the hills. If

he asked only "big" valley farmers, he would get one result

- and probably another if he asked only "small" hill

farmers. Either result would be misleading. He had to sel-

ect a representative sample .

To do this, he first drew up a table, dividing the member-

ship into six groups:

He then made up his "sample" simply by taking one out of ten

in each group:
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In this way, the manager selected 100 members for his sur-

vey. He then made up a list of questions about crops, acre-

age and such. This questionnaire was presented to the 100

selected farmers and the information was collected with the

help of the committee-members.

The Delta questionnaire:
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The information was then used to find out the total needs of

the membership. Of course, in order to come to a final de-

cision, the manager also needed advice from the agricultural

extension workers in the region about the recommended input

per hectare of fertilisers, the use of animal feed, and so

on. But the survey gave him a solid base for his planning.

1.1 Make a list of items that are available and that

could be used by farmers in your area to increase

production. Include all possible items. Do not,

at this stage, consider whether or not it is pos-

sible for your co-operative to keep these items in

stock.

1.2 Make a list of organisations and persons who can

advise you about what farm supplies are needed.

1.3 Make up a questionnaire which can be used to ob-

tain basic information from members about neces-

sary farm supplies.

Once you have found out what your members need, what might

stop you from buying everything they want?

- Your society might not have enough money.

- Your warehouse might not be big enough.

- Your members and society staff might not know how to use

all the various items available.

The following chapters should help you with such problems.

The aim is to show you how to make the best use of the

money, space and skills your society has.

ana
1.1 Make a list of items that are available and thatcould be used by farmers in your area to increaseproduction. Include all possible items. Do not,at this stage, consider whether or not it is possiblefor your co-operative to keep these items instock.1.2 Make a list of organisations and persons who canadvise you about what farm supplies are needed.1.3 Make up a questionnaire which can be used to obtainbasic information from members about necessaryfarm supplies.
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Suppose, now, that you have found that your members want the

following items:

Very few co-operative societies have enough money, space or

staff to supply everything their members want. Hence, the

manager must question each item to be sure the society

stocks only what members really need and what the society

can afford.

Is it already available from some other source?

If members are already buying it elsewhere, you

should not try to supply the same item, 
unless you

can offer 
a better service or price. It is better

to use the money and space on items not otherwise

available.

Is it needed by most of the members, or only a few?

A co-operative should satisfy the needs of the ma-

jority, before catering to a minority.
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Is it essential?

A co-operative should give priority to supplying es-

se ntial items. Remember that some items may be

necessary to make good use of something else. For

example, a new seed variety may require certain fer-

tilisers or insecticides. If members cannot obtain

these essential items, they may be worse off than

before.

Can you sell the item at a fair and competitive price?

Your selling prices must cover your costs. A co-

operative should not lose money on its supply ser-

vices. Such loss might lead to the collapse of the

society, which is not in anybody's interest.

Can you supply the item without actually holding stocks?

It is possible for a co-operative to help members

obtain farm inputs without actually having to stock

them itself. This avoids all the expense stocking

entails. Rather than stocking the item the co-

operative organises a means to provide it.

The last point may require some explanation.

Suppose that your members need several thousand bags of fer-

tiliser in the beginning of August each year. You might or-

ganise the fertiliser supply in the following way:

Well in advance, you collect orders from all members. You

then place an order for the total amount with a supplier and

arrange for delivery for a certain day directly to farmers'

villages. Your staff would be there in the villages on the

delivery day, issuing the bags to members as ordered. There

would be no need for storage space at the co-operative head

office. Nevertheless, you would have bought at bulk price

from the supplier. The members would get good service.
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This arrangement would only be possible if all members re-

quired fertiliser at about the same time, if the fertiliser

was sure to be available from the supplier, and if the de-

livery was easy to organise.

If the situation were different, it would be necessary for

the society to maintain a stock of fertiliser. Direct deliv-

ery to members, as described in this example, may be pos-

sible for a few items, particularly seasonal ones like fer-

tilisers. For other items, however, the society may need a

warehouse. There are many advantages for the members if the

society can hold stock. For example:

- Members may prefer to buy small quantities from the so-

ciety rather than the large bulk quantities sold by

wholesalers.

- Items required year-round will be available locally.

- Supplies may not always be available from the whole-

salers. The society can help out by keeping a "buffer

stock".

- The society can make sure that the quality of supplies is

up to standard.

2.

	

Make a list of all farm inputs which your members

presently buy from other sources. For each item,

write down the reasons why your co-operative is

not willing or able to supply it.

ana
2.Make a list of all farm inputs which your memberspresently buy from other sources. For each item,write down the reasons why your co-operative isnot willing or able to supply it.
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Sometimes there is only a single source of supply for the

goods required by members but more often there is a choice.

How can you decide which supplier to choose?

It may seem simple to make a choice but, in fact, it is

rather complicated. You have a similar situation when you

buy food for your family in a grocery shop. You must have

some good reasons for choosing a particular shop, such as:

The prices should be fair.

The location should be convenient.

The shop should have a good stock-range , so you are more

likely to find what you need.

The goods should be of reasonable quality , so you don't

have to cheek everything carefully to make certain you

are not being cheated.

The goods should be available in reasonable quantities ,

so you do not have to buy more than you need or can carry

home.

It should be possible to buy on credit , in case you don't

have enough money at the time you need the goods.

The shop staff should be reliable , service-minded people,

whose information you can trust.
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Suppose you have the following choice:

- Supplier A has a warehouse in the capital city. Its cus-

tomers must buy full truckloads of fertiliser with pay-

ment in cash. The fertiliser is not always available

when customers want it. Customers must provide their own

transport and must collect the fertiliser when the sup-

plier requests.

- Supplier B has branches in most larger towns. Fertiliser

is available in a variety of different packages. The

supplier's representatives call frequently on their cus

tomers to explain to them how to use the fertiliser and

to keep them in touch with the latest developments. Fer-

tiliser is available on credit and can be delivered to

the society by the supplier's own transport. Supplier B

is more expensive than A, as it costs money to provide

all these services.

How can you decide which supplier to choose? You must bal-

ance the value of all the extra services provided by Sup-

plier B against the lower price of Supplier A. The decision

will depend on the needs of your society and its members.

Perhaps you should try to find an alternative supplier with

better service than A and lower prices than B.

Remember the line we drew on page 4 to show how you usually

make a decision between two extremes. Choosing a supplier

is another example of the need to find the right point be-

tween two extremes.
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Agree on a deal

It is easy, and wrong, to negotiate only on price. There

are many important factors. Price is one area where cus-

tomer and supplier want opposite things; the customer wants

to pay as little as possible, while the supplier wants to

receive as much as possible.

As with any business transaction, you must agree on the best

possible deal for both sides.

What other aspects of a deal are there on which both sides

might agree?

- Timing . It might be possible to agree on a special de-

livery time. The supplier might be willing to allow a

price reduction or longer credit if your society can take

the fertiliser at a time convenient for him.

- Credit . It might be possible for your society to obtain

credit from some source other than the supplier and then

to pay the supplier when he requires it. The supplier

might be willing to give a price reduction in return for

quicker payment.

- Variety . It might be possible for your society to accept

a particular variety of a product that a supplier wants

to sell, along with special training or other benefits to

members.

These things are not always

possible but you should at-

tempt to find such areas of

agreement with suppliers

rather than concentrating on

price, where you are bound

to disagree.
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Look out for corruption

Co-operative societies do not always buy from suppliers of-

fering the best deal for their members. Some suppliers try

to influence managers and committee-members to make deci-

sions against the interest of the society. For instance,

suppliers might offer bribes - cash, entertainment, gifts or

other favours - in order to receive the society's order for

supplies.

Corruption of this sort occurs everywhere. How can you, as

a manager, avoid being tempted? How can you prevent your

staff from accepting bribes?

Be sure that two or more people from your society are

present at all negotiations with suppliers.

If suppliers offer even small inducements, such q&.enter-

tainment or small gifts, refuse them or make it clear

that they must be shared with your colleagues and all the

members.

Make sure that suppliers make offers in writing, covering

not only the price but all other services (credit, de-

livery and so on) leaving no room for any hidden aspects

to a deal.

One way to avoid corruption is to insist that the supplier

with the lowest price be always chosen. Yet this might be

against the society's interest, as we have seen. You must

guard against bribery and protect your members' interests by

good management, rather than by rigid rules.

Assess your suppliers

It is obvious that choosing a supplier is not a simple mat-

ter of right or wrong. You have to decide each case sep-

arately and there are no hard-and-fast rules to follow. Be-

fore making a choice, you must consider carefully what each

supplier can offer. The criteria we mentioned on page 13
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(the underlined words) are listed in the chart below. You

can use this chart to make a systematic assessment of sup-

pliers.

Once again, remember that certain aspects may be more valu-

able to your society than others. Do not simply add up the

points to find the "best" supplier.
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Certain farm supplies are not seasonal but are needed year-

round. Suppose, for example, that your members buy some 50

hoes every month, or 600 in a year. You must decide how
many hoes to order from your supplier at a time. That is,

how often should you order hoes? The decision is important

and is not easy.

If you order a very large quantity, say 600 hoes, the stock

should last the whole year. I f you order just a few hoes,

say 6, you will have to order again after just a few days.

Let us look at the advantages of ordering a lot of hoes.

- You would be certain not to run out of stock for a long

time, even if hoes ceased to be available elsewhere.

- You would certainly get a price reduction for a large

order.

- Transport costs would be low, as you would collect the

hoes once instead of several times.

- Your administrative work would be reduced; you would not

have to bother about placing and receiving orders for a

long time.

- Your members would be protected from future price in-

creases.
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On the other hand, what would be the advantages of ordering

only a small number of hoes?

- You would "tie up" very little money in the stock of

hoes, leaving plenty for other things which your members

might need.

- You would not need to borrow money from the bank to pay

for a small number of hoes. You would avoid paying in-

terest on loans.

- You would sell the stock quickly; the hoes would not go

rusty.

- The hoes would take up very little space.

- Insurance would cost less; risk of theft or fire would

be less.

- If a new design or cheaper supplier appeared you would

not be "stuck" with a large quantity of the old model.

But having a small stock also means that you accept such

disadvantages as:

- higher administrative costs to issue orders, receive the

goods, pay the bills, and so on;

- higher transport costs due to the many trips required;

-

	

reduced prof its if you were to run out of stock and mem-

bers had to buy elsewhere.

There are good arguments on both sides. It is your respon-

sibility to use your finance effectively and to give good

service to the members. It is obvious that you would not

order 600 or 6 hoes. Again, you would have to decide on the

ideal point between the two extremes. Suppose you take a

realistic decision to order 100 hoes at a time, or enough

for two months.

Rate of stockturn

If you order 100 hoes, it will take you two months to sell

the stock. You then re-order for another two months, and so
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on. We can say that you "turn your stock" six times in a

year. If you ordered 300 hoes at a time, you would turn the

stock only twice in a year. Usually traders find it more

economical to have a quick stockturn. That means that they

order rather small quantities which they can sell in a few

weeks or months. That way they do not tie up too much capi-

tal in each item in stock and can earn a higher surplus on

their capital. The following simplified example will ex-

plain the idea:

- Manager Cloggan had T$10,000 available. He used the
money to buy a large stock of the most needed commodi-
ties, which lasted for a whole year. He made a surplus
of T$1,000 that year.

- Manager Davies also had T$10,000. He used the money to
buy many different products, buying a smaller stock of

* We use an imaginary currency here, because this booklet is

used in various countries. 
We call it "Training Dollars"

and cents, T$ and c.
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each. In three months he had sold everything and re-
covered the money. He made a surplus of T$1,000 in three
months. He could buy new stock and repeat this business
four times in a year! He had invested T$10,000 in his
stock, like Cloggan, but he had a return of T$4,000.
That is four times more than Cloggan, and, in addition,
he could help his members better by selling more differ-
ent items.

Quantity discounts

One day you call the manufacturer of hoes to place your

order for 100 hoes, as usual. He says, "Why not make it

600? I will give you 5% discount, so you pay T$9.50 instead

of T$10 each."

600! That is enough for a

year. But you would save

T$300!

Would you accept his offer?

This kind of quantity discount is quite common, but a wise

manager had better think twice before he accepts. We will

therefore take a closer look at this offer.

You can work it out like this:

Saving, if you order 600 hoes:

600 x T$0.50 = T$300

Money tied up:

If you order 600

	

600 x T$9.50 = T$5,700

If you order 100

	

100 x T$10

	

= T$1,000

Additional money tied up

	

= T$4,700

If you order 600 hoes, you will not tie up T$4,700 for the

whole year. At the beginning it will all be tied up, but as

the year goes on the hoes will be sold and the money will
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be released. At the end of the year nothing extra will be

tied up.

	

The average additonal amount of money tied up

will be halfway between the full amount and zero, T$2,350.

How can you decide whether it is worth tying up T$2,350 in

hoes in order to save T$300?

The answer depends on where you are proposing to get the

money to buy so many hoes. Will you borrow it from a bank?

If so, there will be an interest cost. If the bank charges

10%, you will have to pay T$235 to borrow T$2,350 for a

year. But you will save T$300, so it is worth taking the

loan and buy 600 hoes. You will still save T$65.

Perhaps you cannot borrow money from the bank. If that is

the case, and you still want to order 600 hoes, you would

not be able to buy something else which you normally keep in

stock. This would also cost you money because you would

lose the profit you would have made on that. How much would

you lose?

Suppose that you make 10% on your sales of other products

and sell your stock in two months. 10% of T$2,350 is

T$235. In one year you would earn that amount six times,

which makes T$1,410. This is obviously much better than the

T$300 you would earn on the quantity discount on hoes. So

you would do better not to take the manufacturer's offer.

If you could only expect to buy and sell one batch of other

goods for T$2,350 in one year, then you would only make a

surplus of T$235 during the year. In this case, it seems to

be better to spend all the money on hoes in order to gain

the T$300 saving. But what would the members say if you

suddenly stopped supplying some other items? You have to

satisfy your members as well as making a profit ....
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In addition to knowing how much to order, you must also know

when to order. Of course, you cannot wait to order until

the stock is "almost finished". You would then run out of

stock because hardly any suppliers deliver immediately.

Some even take several months. You have to estimate how

many goods you will sell from the time you place an order

until you actually receive the goods.

If you know the delivery time and your sales per week you

can work out a "trigger figure" for each item. When the

stock reaches that figure, you must re-order.

For example, your supplier of chicken feed can be expected

to deliver one week after you place your order. You sell

about 40 bags every month. That means you must order when

there are 10 bags left. But even then there is a risk that

you might run out of stock if sales increase or delivery is

delayed. To be on the safe side, you decide to order feed

when the stock is down to 15 bags. Your trigger figure for

chicken feed is 15.

This is how you decide trigger figures or "minimum stock

levels" for all items in your stock.
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It is essential for a man-

ager to have a proper order-

ing system , otherwise he

will frequently run out of

some items, while having ex-

cessive stock in others.

Certain basic information is needed to allow the ordering

system to function.

You must know the amount in stock at any given time and

the minimum stock level (the trigger figure).

You must know the quantity to be ordered.

You must have a record of orders already placed.

Most co-operatives have a bin-card for each item in stock.

The bin-cards give the needed information.

A typical bin-card:

ana
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The bin-card is used as illustrated by the example on the

previous page.

- On 1.11 the stock of rat poison is 8 tins.

- On 4.11 the storeman sells one tin. He writes "1" in the

out-column and the new stock "7" in the balance column.

The note "S141" is a reference to the actual sales note

for this sale.

The salesman also puts his signature in the last column,

so it is possible to see who actually took the things out

of the stock.

- On 7.11 he sells three tins.

	

The new balance is four.

He can see that the trigger figure is five, so he must

immediately order a new supply. In the remarks column he

notes that an order has been sent.

- On 10.11 two more tins are sold. There should be only

two tins left.

- On 11.11 the new supplies arrive. The amount is entered

on the bin-card. Stock is now up to 17.

- On 15.11 two tins are sold.

The storeman makes a note on the bin-card every time he

sells an item or receives new supplies. The bin-card is

thus the basis for ordering. There is no need to count the

stock in the warehouse every day or week. The staff just

keeps an eye on the trigger figure noted on the card and

places an order as soon as stock is down to that level.

When you send an order to your supplier, you should use a

special form like the one on the next page. Also when you

order some goods by telephone, you should fill in such a

form. You should keep a copy of the order in a special file

or binder. You will need the copy when you check the goods

on arrival, and in case of any disagreement with the sup-

plier.
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Once an order has been placed, what happens next? A truck

arrives at your warehouse from the supplier with the goods.

What does the driver want at that moment?

- He wants to get rid of the goods. He wants somebody to

sign for them, so that he is no longer responsible, and

he wants to go away as quickly as possible.

This moment, when the goods are handed over, is an important

point in your dealings with the supplier. Of course, co-

operative societies should deal with suppliers on a basis of

mutual trust. However, misunderstandings can occur. It

could cause a lot of trouble and perhaps loss to your so-

ciety if you discovered too late that some goods were faulty

or missing. If both you and the supplier maintain good

paperwork systems, it will be immediately clear what has

gone wrong. The mistake can be put right without dis-

agreement.

Thus, a good system for checking a delivery is necessary to

protect the interests of your members. There are certain

things that you must do before , during and after a delivery.
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Before delivery

Suppose that a driver arrives with a truckload full of fer-

tiliser and nobody is there to receive him or give him any

instructions: So he dumps hundreds of bags on the ground

outside the warehouse.

It is too late to organise the receipt of goods the moment

the truck arrives. Well in advance you should -

clearly inform your suppliers as to the times and days

when deliveries can be accepted;

ensure that a qualified person is ready to receive the

goods;

prepare the receiving

area where the goods can

be unloaded and checked

without being mixed with

the old stock.

During delivery

When you go to inspect a new delivery you must decide how

thoroughly to check the goods?

For example: you receive a delivery of empty sacks. There

are 20 bales, each said to contain 100 sacks.

- Should you open every bale, examine and count each sack?

- Should you just count the 20 bales, taking it for granted

that each one contains 100 good-quality sacks?

You probably do not want to take the time and effort to

carry out a full inspection of the goods. But you should

not risk the high cost of accepting large quantities of
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The driver takes the original of the delivery note back to

the supplier. You keep one copy. The supplier will use his

copy as proof that the goods were delivered and will later

send you a bill (invoice) for the goods.

If you do not receive or accept all goods listed on the de-

livery note, you must record this fact on it before you

sign.

Remember that the driver

must also sign to certify

that your notes are cor-

rect. You should keep a

copy of the corrected de-

livery note, with the

driver's signature, to avoid

any future problems.

Let us now sum up what you should do during the actual de-

livery:

Make sure that a copy of your original order is avail-

able. Compare the order with the supplier's delivery

note to ascertain that the driver is bringing the right

consignment.

White the goods are being unloaded, make sure they are

handled with care and placed in an orderly way. Check

for immediate signs of damage, bags containing less than

full quantity, etc. Put such items aside for closer ex-

amination.

Count the items and establish that there is no imme-

diately visible damage or discrepancy. Carry out as

thorough an inspection as you deem necessary.

Sign the delivery note, confirming that you have received

the goods. If anything is missing or to be returned, so

indicate in writing on the delivery note, and have the

driver to sign it. File your copy of the delivery note

for later use.
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After delivery

When the driver has left there is still work to be done:

If you need to inspect the goods more thoroughly, do so

immediately. Inform the supplier about any problems (if

he accepts complaints after delivery - if not, a thorough

inspection must be done before the driver leaves).

Establish that the stock has been properly placed and ar-

ranged in the warehouse. Make adjustments, if necessary,

to make sure that any old stock is accessible and sold

first.

Note the new delivery on the bin-card.

5. Prepare a "check-list" for your staff, including

all tasks that must be done before, during and

after a delivery of goods to your society.
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once the goods have been delivered and inspected, it is

necessary to pay for them. Here again, simple procedures

and paperwork can assure that there are no disagreements and

that your society is protected against loss.

Some suppliers expect cash on delivery, but it is more com-

mon for them to send an invoice ( a bill or note requesting

payment) shortly after sending the goods.

In any case, do not pay until you are convinced that every-

thing is in order. If you have an effective system for the

receipt of goods, and if your files are in order, it will

not take you long to carry out the necessary checking proce-

dure.

Before you pay -

compare the invoice with

your copy of the delivery

note and make sure you

have received everything

for which you are

charged;

ascertain that the price

is correct and as agreed

upon with the supplier;

check that all calcula-

tions are correct;

observe payment condi-

tions; do not pay until

you have to.
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In comparing the invoice with the delivery note, be parti-

cularly careful to make sure that any remarks about damaged,

returned or missing goods have been taken into account.

Look out for these common mistakes concerning price:

- the supplier may have charged you the retail instead of

the wholesale price;

- the supplier may have charged you the regular instead of

a special discount price that had been arranged.

Correcting mistakes

If you do find mistakes on the invoice, notify the sup-

plier. You might agree to correct the mistake in one of the

following ways:

- you make a correction on the invoice and pay the correct

amount;

- you withhold payment until you receive a new, correct in-

voice, or a credit note;

- you withhold payment until the supplier has delivered all

the goods for which you were charged.

6.1 Take a close look at your paperwork system for

ordering, receiving and paying for goods. Make a

list of all forms and documents involved. For

each, state its name and purpose, who retains a

copy, and why that copy is kept.

6.2 Check that your paperwork system can protect you

against loss in the cases below:

- Some goods have been found damaged on arrival.

- The discount price you were promised before

ordering the goods is not that given on the in-

voice.
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In your farm supply service, how do you decide what prices

to charge your members?

You may not be free to decide all prices yourself; some may

be under government regulation. But for the rest, you are

probably expected to decide the markup .

How do you decide on a suitable markup? Do you use some

standard markup percentage or do you try to calculate ex-

actly how much markup you need?

What you need is to earn enough money to cover the costs of

the supply services. Here is a very simple example of how

to calculate the markup:

- Suppose you sell only one product to your members: fer-

tiliser. You expect to sell 1,000 bags in a year.

- You can buy the fertiliser from a supplier at T$10 per

bag. That is the cost price , including freight cost to

your warehouse.

- Your total annual costs for the service are estimated at

T$600. That includes costs for administration, labour,

storage space and everything else needed to sell the fer-

tiliser.

- Thus, for each bag the cost will be T$0.60. This cost

must be paid by the members. If you add it to the cost

price, you will get a selling price of T$10.60 per bag.

Your markup is 6% on the cost price.

- The sales should bring in 1,000 x T$10.60 = T$10,600,

enough to pay the supplier and cover your costs. But you

have no "safety margin" at all. Suppose some bags get

spoiled or your running costs are higher than expected.

You would then lose on your supply business! It is bet-

ter to increase the selling price to allow for this kind

of problem. You probably need at least one per cent
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to cover any loss due to damaged goods, and a little mor^

to cover other problems and to make a surplus for re-

investment. If you decide to use a markup of 10%, in-

stead of 6%, your selling price would be TS11. Your es-

timates now look like this:

Sales

	

1,000 x T$11 T$ 11,000

Cost of goods

	

1,000 x T$10

	

- 10,000

Gross surplus

	

1,000

Running costs

	

- 600

Net surplus

	

T$

	

400

This example shows very briefly one way to fix prices in a

co-operative: add a markup which is enough to cover your

costs and a small net surplus.

However, it it obvious that pricing is more complicated than

this. You cannot simply work out a fixed markup percentage

and use it for all goods. Before setting prices you need to

find the answers to a number of questions.

- You are selling a variety of supplies. Which should have

a high markup? Which should have the lowest possible

prices?

- You are usually limited to a very low markup on price-

controlled items. To earn a sufficient surplus you have

to use a higher markup on other itemq. How high?

- Your society needs to earn a surplus to be used to de-

velop the business. Which goods can help you to earn a

surplus?

- What would happen if you generally increased prices?

Your sales might go down, but how many members would suf-

fer? What would happen to your total surplus?

- What would happen if you reduced some prices? Would mem-

bers take advantage of the decrease and buy more from

you? Would your surplus remain high enough?
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Too many co-operative managers act as if pricing were out-

side their authority. They fail to use prices. That is

wrong. Prices must be continually reviewed and used as a

tool to benefit the society and thus its members.

You should regularly review the prices of everything you

sell and ask yourself whether you need to change any. Per-

haps a price reduction could help you get rid of some old

stock tying up space and money; perhaps a price increase

could help you cover some unexpected costs.

Work in a planned and systematic way. You will need to do

some estimates. The following examples show you what kind

of calculations might be necessary:
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Example 1

Product:

	

Herbicide

Cost price:

	

T$1 per tin

Present selling price:

	

T$1.20 per tin

Current sales:

	

10,000 tins per year

Problem: You need to increase the surplus by T$500.

Suggestion a : Increase the selling price to T$1.25.------------

Comments:

- The problem would be solved if you sold 10,000 tins at

the new price; you would earn 5 cents extra on each

tin. (10,000 x T$0.05 = T$500).

- But this might not be the solution; the higher price

might reduce sales! You now make a surplus of T$2,000 on

the herbicide (10,000 x T$0.20 = T$2,000). With the new

price, you could make the same surplus if you sold only

8,000 tins. (8,000 x T$0.25 = T$2,000). But if your

sales were to drop below 8,000 tins, your society would

be worse off than before.

- In addition, some members might have to stop buying herb-

icide because of the high price and might therefore suf-

fer some loss.

Suggestion b : Reduce the price to T$1.15 per tin; sales

might increase and perhaps increase the

total surplus as well.

Comments:

- Present surplus on herbicide is T$2,000.

- To make the same surplus as before, you would need to

sell 13,333 tins at the lower price. To earn a surplus

of T$2,500, you would need to sell 16,666 tins (16,666 x

T$0.15 = T$2,500). You must decide whether sales would

go up by that amount if the price were reduced by 5

cents.

- You must also be sure that the increased sales will not

increase administration, storage or transport costs.

ana
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Example 2

Product:

	

Hoes

Cost price:

	

T$9.40

Markup:

	

T$2.60

Selling price:

	

T$12

Problem:

	

This is a rather new item in

your stock and sales are very

slow, usually not more than one

hoe per week. Would a "discount

price" help to promote sales?

Suggestion:

Advertise a "special offer"

in your warehouse for a

short period.

Sell the hoes at T$9.95.

Comments:

- At the current price you sell only one hoe per week,

earning a surplus of T$2.60. Suppose you could sell 5

hoes at T$9.95 in one week. The surplus would be 5 x

T$0.55 = T$2.75. That is better than usual, even though

you have greatly reduced the price.

- Like example 1b, this shows that you must achieve a very

large increase in sales if you want to earn an acceptable

surplus on a special offer. If you sold only four hoes

at T$9.95, you would earn less than if you sold one at

the initial price.

- You must also consider the possible negative effects of

special offers. Members might think there is something

wrong with the hoes or that they were being cheated be-

fore when charged T$12.

ana
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- Has a member ever taken goods on credit, but the bill was

never charged to him?

- Has a member ever claimed that he paid cash for something

when you are sure he didn't, but neither of you was able

to prove your case?

- Has a member ever claimed that his patronage refund

failed to include certain purchases?

- Has a member ever been sold goods on credit when he

already owed the society too much for too long?

To prevent this kind of problem, you need a simple, well-

designed paperwork system for sales and a staff which knows

how to operate it.

The example below shows the papers you need and the proce-

dures to follow when selling farm supplies to a member:

- Member Taimni buys three

tins of insecticide, at

T$5 each, and one spade

at T$10. When Salesman

Clark takes the goods out

of the store, he notes

the fact on the bin-

cards.

Salesman Clark receives T$25 from Taimni and fills out a

Sales Note ( see next page).

He gives the original of the note to Member Taimni. He

leaves a carbon copy of the note in his sales book.
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Why does the member need this sales note?

- It is a receipt, proof that he has paid for the goods.

He may also need it for his own records, to keep track of

his expenses.

Why does the society need a copy of the sales note?

- The manager and the accountant of the co-operative will

use the copy as a "source" for essential bookkeeping.

For instance, at the end of a day they will add up all

the sales notes and compare the total with the cash re-

ceived. Since the sales notes are numbered, they can es-

tablish that none has disappeared.

- The sales note also provides a source for the co-opera-

tive's register of member purchases. This is kept be-

cause the co-operative may pay a bonus to members at the

end of the year, based on their purchases.
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When members are allowed to buy on credit , the same sales

note can be used. The top part is filled out in the same

way, but the receipt in the bottom left corner is not filled

in. Instead, the column to the right is used.

- In this case, when the goods are sold on credit, the

sales note copy serves as proof that the goods have been

delivered to the member. The amount must then be posted

in the member's account. To show that he has done so,

the bookkeeper writes his signature on the last line.

Some co-operatives use a "Cash Sales Receipt" when selling

goods for cash and a "Delivery Note", when selling on

credit. Note that in the example above, these two forms

have been combined into one: the "Sales Note".

7.

	

It may not be necessary for your society to change

its sales paperwork system, but you should review

it. For each document and each entry required,

ask the following questions:

- Is every entry used by someone for some pur-

pose?

- Is every copy used by someone for some purpose?

- Is it possible to combine documents or entries

to save time and paper?

- Is every document as simple as possible?

- If a particular document (or entry or copy)

were no longer produced, would it make any dif-

ference to anyone?

ana
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- "Members should buy their farm supplies from the co-

operative, because it is theirs and they should be loyal

to it."

- "The government should see to it that all farm supplies

are sold only through co-operatives."

- "Members should buy their farm supplies from their co-

operative because it offers the best deal in terms of

product, price and service."

With which of the above do you agree? If you believe in the

last statement and can make it valid for your own society,

you have found your "success formula".

Even if you believe that co-operative members should be

loyal, and even if the government wants to make people buy

from co-operatives, members should still want to buy their

supplies from their co-operative. The manager should feel

his members buy from him because they want to, not because

they have to.

If your co-operative is selling the right products at the

right prices, what more is needed? Is there anything more

you should do to ensure that members get the best possible

service from their society?

On page 13 we talked about the service you expect from a

good supplier. Read the list on page 13 again.) Surely,

the farmers have similar expectations regarding their sup-

pliers. Sometimes a co-operative fails to provide adequate

service, not deliberately, but because it does not think

about the real needs of its members.

- Kalinga Co-operative moved its warehouse from its old lo-
cation near the market place to a new industrial area
near the railway. This was more convenient for receiving
bulk deliveries of fertilisers and dispatching crops.
But only a few members living nearby found it convenient
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to go there to buy supplies. The rest now had to buy
at higher prices from private traders in the market
place.

-

	

Taito Co-operative wanted to save money on its admin-
istration of credit. Therefore, members were offered
a standard "package loan" for certain quantities of
seed and fertiliser at planting time but no other
credit. Not everybody wanted this package loan.
There were other things they needed which it did not
include. They either had to go without them or to
pay very high rates of interest to private money
lenders.

-

	

Melbany Co-operative wanted to reduce its expenses so
the management decided to cut out overtime. The
store was therefore closed promptly at 5 p.m. and all
day Saturday and Sunday. This meant it was closed at
the times most convenient for members to visit the
town. As a result, sales of supplies fell off
rapidly and the society lost even more money.

Has your society made mistakes like this? If you reduce

services to members, you may reduce sales and the surplus as

well. It is just as important for a society to offer good -

quality service as it is to offer good-quality products.

Good service means paying attention to basic matters like

the range of stock, the location of the store, credit and

open hours. It also means remembering the small details in
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your daily contacts with members. From time to time, you

should go into your own store, look around and check your

services.

Are members being kept waiting a Long time? How could

delays be reduced?

Are all procedures for filling in forms, handling money

and so on strictly necessary? Could any procedures be

changed in order to serve customers more quickly?

Are there informative displays, particularly of new pro-

ducts, so that members can learn what is on offer?

Are floors and counters clean? Does the store generally

give the impression of being well organised and effect-

ively managed, so as to inspire members' confidence in

it?

Is the staff polite, friendly and well informed, so that

each customer goes away feeling that the staff members

have tried their best to help?

8.

	

"Score" your society (very poor = 1; excellent =

5) on the following aspects of service:

-Location of the warehouse.

-Range of goods.

-Availability of goods in stock.

-Quick service.

-Staff knowledge of products.

-Staff attitude toward customers (polite, help-

ful).

-Staff response to customer criticism.

Write down what you can do to improve your per-

formance in the areas you have given 3 points

or below.

ana
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Should a co-operative advertise and provide information on

its products and services to members? Or should it just

offer the products members want, at the right price?

Do you agree with the following statements?

"Advertising just increases prices."

"Advertising may be good for the advertisers, but it is

no use to the customer at all."

"A co-operative doesn't have to waste money on adver-

tising."

Read these stories and try to explain the failure in each

case. What went wrong and why?

- Farmer A wanted to try a new insecticide he had heard

about. Not realising it was available at his co-opera-

tive, he spent a long time trying to find a supplier.

- Farmer B bought some seed from his co-operative two years

ago, when it still had its old warehouse and the former

manager. He was disappointed because the seed was bad.

He never bought anything else from the co-operative.

- Farmer C heard somebody saying that everything in the co-

operative was too expensive, so he never buys anything

there now.

- Farmer D bought some chemicals from the co-operative, but

he did not use them correctly. One of his animals died.

He is unlikely to buy anything from the co-operative

again.

In all these cases, information was lacking: Farmer A did

not know that he could buy the supplies from his own co-

operative; Farmer B did not know that the society's storage

and management had improved; Farmer C did not know that the

rumour was wrong; and Farmer D had no instruction on the

proper use of chemicals.
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These cases indicate that a co-operative does have a respon-

sibility to advertise, to provide information to its mem-

bers, 

and not just to sell them supplies and to buy their

crops.

The question is, how can the society best provide informa-

tion on its products and services? 
There are many ways of

doing it.

We often hear news indirectly from other people rather than

directly "from the source". The members of a co-operative

usually live in the same area and talk frequently with each

other. What about this method of conveying information? Is

it good enough so that a co-operative does not need to spend

money on the more expensive methods mentioned above?
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Suppose you are facing these three problems:

a/ A new delivery of seed has just arrived. Members must

buy it very quickly in order to plant it in time.

b/ A new pesticide has just become available. It can

greatly improve crop yields but it is quite hazardous.

If not used properly, it can cause injuries to animals

and people.

c/ About half the members of a society are making no use of

its supply service. The committee has asked you to do

something about it.

Suppose that you tried to solve these problems by relying on

the old "word-of-mouth" technique? What might happen?

- In case (a), the information would probably not be

passed quickly enough. Some members would probably not

hear about the new seed at all; others would hear too

late.

- In case (b), technical information might not be passed

on accurately . If anyone got it wrong, the results

might be very serious.

- In case (c), information probably might not reach its

"target". People not buying might well be those less

involved with the society and thus less likely to talk

to other members.

Obviously, in these cases you will have to use more effec-

tive means of distributing information. Think about the

particular needs in each case and choose the method most

suitable.

a/ Widespread distribution of posters or advertisements

would get the information out rapidly to a large member-

audience.

b/ Demonstrations, displays at the warehouse and/or indivi-

dual contact between staff and members would all convey

accurate information about the new pesticide.

c/ A programme of meetings, posters, advertisements and/or

circulars could be used to reach the less-involved mem-

bers .
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Posters, advertisements, letters and displays are examples

of one-way communication . There is no way the members can

"talk back" to them.

During meetings, demonstrations and personal contact, infor-

mation can pass both ways, from the society to its members

and from members to the society. Members can ask questions,

express doubts, disagree and/or ask for more information.

It is better to use two-way communication when there is a

risk that members will not correctly understand the infor-

mation.

Still, many organisations use one-way methods: they are

quick, they cost less per person reached, and their contents

can be fully controlled by the "sender".

Again, it is your job as the manager of a supply service to:

examine every task you have to perform and decide whether

or not it involves giving information to the members;

decide on which method, or combination of methods, is the

least expensive and the most effective.

A poster might be the cheapest - and least likely to do the

job; a hundred demonstrations might be the most accurate -

but also the most expensive. You must, as always, determine

the ideal middle way.

9.

	

On page 47, you read about three typical informa-

tion problems in a supply co-operative.

Think of three information problems you have in

your co-operative. Decide how you intend to solve

each problem. What means of information could you

use? Why and how would you carry out the task?

ana
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On the bin-cards you can at any time see the quantity of

goods there should be in stock. But from time to time it is

necessary to count the stock to see if the balance figure on

the bin-card is the same as the actual stock. There are

several reasons why the figures might differ and the only

way to tell the actual amount in stock is to count the

goods.

Stock-taking

Counting the items in stock is called stock-taking . Every

co-operative must do a complete stock-taking at least once a

year to produce correct accounts and an accurate annual re-

port.

Doing a large stock-taking can be a difficult and lengthy

job, especially if the number of products is large and

varied. It may even be necessary to close the society for a

day or more to organise the warehouse and call in extra

staff for the annual stock-taking. What might be the dis-

advantages of this?

- Members would suffer because they could not buy what they

need.

- Staff would come to believe that the warehouse need only

be well organised, and the bin-cards up-to-date, when it

is time for the stock-taking.

- It would cost money in lost sales, and extra wages.

Nevertheless, if you want to avoid losses in your warehouse,

you must count your stock. You need to find a system which

is quick and easy and does not interfere with service to

members.

One solution is to count individual items quite often, at

random and without notice. There are several advantages to

this:
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- Counting the stock of only one item does not take all

that long.

- Checking can be done when convenient, avoiding times when

members need service.

- Frequent checking helps to keep the warehouse in good

order all the time.

- Random unscheduled checking minimises dishonesty and in-

efficiency. Staff will not know about the stock-taking

in advance and will have no opportunity to conceal any

irregularities.

Making- counting-easy

Maintaining a good storage system saves time in stock-

taking. If the staff know that a stock-count can be sud-

denly required, they will try to store goods in such a way

that counting can be done easily. Here are some rules to

help you count stock quickly and correctly:

Store all items so that

they can be clearly dis-

tinguished from other

similar items.

Store all goods in an

orderly manner (in rows

and stacks) to avoid dup-

licate counting or omis-

sion of items.

Avoid moving goods in and

out of stock during

counting.

Avoid interruptions.
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Checking stock - an example

John, the manager of Landa Co-operative, noticed one day

that many members were buying bags of chicken feed. He

realised that the stock must be very low and that he prob-

ably had to re-order. Since he had the time, he decided to

make a stock-check straight away.

First, he went to pick up the bin-card for the chicken

feed. When the storeman saw him, he realised what John in-

tended and interrupted him. "Just a second, I must write in

the previous sales." He began to fill in the card.

"But this is not how you should do it," John said. "If you

don't make immediate entries on the card, you might as well

forget it. It is useless to have bin-cards if you can't

trust the figures on them."

Of course, the storeman already knew this, since John had

trained his staff properly. But the storeman appealed to

John anyway. "You know how it is. We had a real rush here

today and I thought I would do the cards as soon as I had a

minute". John understood, but still decided to do something

about it. He decided to change the sales procedures to make

sure that the cards would be maintained every day.

He went on to the stack of chicken feed bags. According to

the bin-card, there should have been 16 bags in stock. John

counted and found only 14 bags.

What should he do? First he

had to find out why the

amount in stock was not the

same as that recorded on the

card. Then, whatever the

reason was, he had to take

action to prevent it from

happening again.

ana
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Why were the figures different? John looked at the bin-card

again. Perhaps the error was only on the card.

Were the calculations on the card correct?

Had all sales, according to the sales notes, been entered

on the bin-cards?

John ascertained that the card was all right. What about

other possibilities? Had anything happened to the stoc k

that was not recorded on the card?

Had any bags been spoiled and taken out of storage with-

out being recorded?

Had any bags been stolen?

Had any bags been delivered to farmers without sales doc-

uments?

Had the supplier delivered fewer bags than the number

stated on his delivery note and recorded on the bin-card?

John talked to the staff. They were sure the supplier had

delivered the correct number of bags. John himself, with a

storeman, had counted the bags. Both were certain that no

bags had been spoiled or missing. No and knew of any

thefts.

Finally, the problem was solved. John remembered that two

bags had been returned to the supplier some weeks ago be-

cause a storeman had discovered that they did not contain

the full weight. Nobody had remembered to note this on the

bin-card! Now John corrected it.
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Leakage

Sometimes goods will disappear from your warehouse without

being paid for. Here are some examples of how this might

happen:

- The seed in some bags became rotten and had to be thrown

out.

- A bag of fertiliser was placed directly on a damp floor.

Its contents were spoiled.

- A careless tractor driver ripped two bags of animal feed,

spilling the contents on the ground.

- The storeman sold four bags of fertiliser to a member,

but only charged him for three bags, by mistake.

- A delivery of pesticides was not properly inspected.

Only 19 tins were delivered, although the manager signed

and paid for 20 tins.

- A bag of cement was used by the staff to repair the floor

in the warehouse. Nobody made note of this use.

- A hoe was stolen.

- A storeman was over-generous when selling kerosene. When

a customer would ask for 10 litres, he would fill the can

to the top, giving the customer an extra litre free.

These kinds of losses are called "leakage" by business man-

agers. Nearly every business has "holes" through which

stock can "leak away" like this. You must try to find the

"holes" in your warehouse and close them, because leakage

costs money - and it is the members who have to pay. Re-

member that on page 35 we said it was wise to add one per-

cent to the markup to cover costs of this type. Of course

it is better to reduce the leakage than to increase the

price.

To reduce leakage, you need -

effective and secure physical storage facilities;

foolproof and practical systems and procedures.
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Storage

How should your warehouse be laid out? What is the safest,

most practical way to 
arrange the goods?

Would it be wise to make use

of every centimetre, packing

everything in right up to

the ceiling?

Certainly not! You might

save space that way but you

would subject a lot of stock

to spoilage and make your

work more difficult.

Check your own warehouse layout. The building may well not

be perfect, but are you making the best possible use of it?

Are you following these guidelines?

To make control and counting easy -

keep each commodity in only 
one 

place, separate

other items.

To allow air circulation, to avoid dampness and vermin, and

to be able to detect damage to the 
building or the stock -

leave space along the watts.

To avoid dampness from the floor -

store nothing directly on the floor. Use pallets

shelves or even plastic sheeting.

To avoid contamination -

separate smelly or dangerous items from foodstuffs.
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To be able to sell the oldest stock first -

leave access to every item from as many sides as pos-

sible.

To make it easy for staff and customers to handle goods -

place the goods sold most frequently nearest the door.

To protect against theft -

arrange the warehouse so that you can see most of the

space from the office; keep attractive and expensive

items near the office; make sure that doors and windows

can be locked securely.

10.

	

This plan shows how one co-operative arranged its

warehouse. Make a plan showing the best arrange-

ment for your warehouse.

ana
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Work systems

A good stystem of storage will help you maintain control of

stock. But do not forget the other aspect mentioned on page

54: how a proper work system can also improve security and

reduce leakage.

The most important factor is, of course, attitude. All em-

ployees should feel responsible to the members and be

honestly interested in taking good care of the goods. Dele-

gation of responsibility and on-the-job training can foster

this.

As a manager, you must do the following:

To be able to discover any leakage immediately -

design a simple, practical and safe paperwork system with

well-maintained bin-cards and regular stock-taking.

To minimise leakage -

design safe, practical procedures for the receipt and

issue of supplies; make sure that the entire staff knows

the procedures;

set up a fixed programme for cleaning and inspecting the

warehouse in order to discover promptly any damage from

damp, vermin, etc.;

ensure that all staff know how and where every item has

to be stocked;

design a safe system for keeping and accounting for cash;

Lay down fixed procedures for dealing with damaged goods;

Lay down fixed rules for the opening, locking and keeping

of keys to the warehouse.

We will comment further on the last two items.
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Damaged goods

The following system is used in many co-operatives, when

damaged goods are discovered:

The manager is immediately informed of the damage.

He decides what to do with the damaged goods, bearing in

mind that -

- as much as possible of the product should be saved;

if a bag has been torn, the remaining contents should

be re-packed, weighed and sold;

- goods that have been damaged but can still be used

should be sold at reduced price.

The manager makes a note of the loss in a special book.

A committee member authorises it with his signature.

The loss is also noted on the bin-card.

Warehouse security

It is not enough to have strong locks on warehouse doors.

There must also be rules as to who should keep the keys.

There should be no doubt about responsibility. Normally it

should be the manager who closes the warehouse. If he is

off duty, the keys should be handed over to his assistant.

ana
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A single duplicate of the key should be kept in a sealed en-

velope by a committee member living near the warehouse.

This must be used only in emergency.

Total protection against leakage is impossible. It would

simply cost too much to safeguard against all possible risks

that threaten the goods in stock. But a manager who intro-

duces effective work procedures and rules will certainly be

able to reduce leakage to a minimum.

MATCOM has published several "Learning Elements" which deal

with such procedures. 

Although written for consumer co-

operatives, they can be applied to agricultural supply co-

operatives. There is a list of recommended Elements on page

64.

10.1 How much was the leakage in your society last

year? If you do not know, explain how you can

find out.

10.2 Make a list of the most common causes of leakage

in your supply service. ( Compare with the ex-

amples given on page 53.)

10.3 Try to break down the total amount of leakage

into the various causes.

10.4 Suggest what action you should take to reduce

leakage in your society.

ana
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To prove to yourself that you have

fully understood this Element, you

should now go through the following

questions. Mark what you think is the

right answer to each question. If you

have problems with a particular ques-

tion, go back 
and read the correspond-

ing chapter again.

Key on page 63.

What should be kept in stock by a well-managed supply
co-operative?

a

	

All the possible items needed by members.
b

	

Items which are needed by the majority of members.
c

	

Only a few very necessary items.

What is the meaning of "a high rate of stockturn"?

a The goods are delivered quickly after they have
been ordered.

b

	

The goods are ordered in large quantities.
c

	

The goods are 
sold quickly after the delivery.

What is the advantage of ordering small quantities at a
time and turning the stock quickly?

a

	

The available money can be used to stock more types
of goods.

b

	

Total freight costs will be lower.
c

	

Ordering procedures will be simpler.

What should you do if there are some goods missing in a
delivery to the society?

a

	

Sign the delivery note, if the driver/delivery man
promises to bring the missing goods as soon as pos-
sible.

b Return the delivery note unsigned and ask the sup-
plier to send a new correct one later.

c Make a note on the delivery note and have it en-
dorsed by the driver/delivery man.
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How can you make sure that you have received all the
goods listed on the supplier's invoice?

a

	

By comparing it with your copy of the order.
b

	

By comparing it with the delivery note.
c

	

By taking stock.

What is meant by "markup"?

a

	

The general price increase or inflation.
b

	

The illegal practice of ignoring price control reg-
ulations.

c The amount you add to the cost price in order to
arrive at the selling price.

Which of the following items of information should the
sales note contain?

a

	

The cost of the goods to the society.
b

	

The society's selling price of the goods.
c The society's "markup".

Should the sales be recorded?

a

	

Yes, all sales must be recorded.
b

	

Only credit sales must be recorded.
c

	

Only cash sales must be recorded.

Which of the following are important disadvantages of
"word-of-mouth" as a way of informing members?

a

	

The information may be inaccurate.
b

	

It is too expensive.
c

	

The information will reach also non-members.

If you keep bin-cards for each item in stock, when
should you make entries on the cards?

a

	

Only when you count the stock.
b

	

Only when there is a change in the stock.
c

	

Only when goods have been damaged.

When should sales be recorded on the bin-cards?

a

	

When the goods have been paid for.
b When the stock is finished.
c

	

When the goods are taken out of stock.
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What is meant by "leakage" in a business?

a

	

Staff spreading secrets about the profits.
b

	

Goods are sold at discount prices all the time.
c Goods are spoiled or disappearing without being

paid for.

How can you find the amount of leakage in your busi-
ness?

a By comparing the cash received with the total of
all sales notes.

b

	

By keeping records of all damaged goods.
c By comparing the balances on the stock-cards with

the actual stocks.

What could cause leakage?

a

	

High freight costs.
b

	

Poor stock control.
c

	

Low prices.

What should you do to reduce leakage?

a

	

Increase sales.
b

	

Improve work systems and procedures.
c

	

Increase prices.
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To complete your studies of this topic,

you should take part in some of the

following exercises, applying what you

have learnt to real situations.

1.

	

Study a supply service

Make a study of the supply services in a co-operative.

First, make up a questionnaire and interview some mem-

bers to get their opinions on questions like the follow-

ing

- Is the co-operative supplying all the farm inputs

needed by the farmers? What is lacking?

- Are the prices acceptable?

- How good is the service offered by the society (loca-

tion of the warehouse, opening hours, transport ser-

vices, payment conditions, reliable supplies, bureau-

cracy, staff knowledge and behaviour)?

Find out what the committee, manager and staff think

about the same questions. Compare the responses and

suggest what the society might do to improve its ser-

vices.

2. Study a warehouse

Visit the warehouse of a supply co-operative. Check the

following matters:

- Is the warehouse laid out in the most effective way?

Is the space used properly?

- Are the goods stored so that they can easily be put

into and taken out of stock?
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- Is security satisfactory?

- Are there any items in stock which might be difficult

to sell? How might they be disposed of?

- How many staff work in the warehouse? Are they all

busy, are there too many or too few?

- What are the procedures for issuing supplies to cus-

tomers?

Discuss your observations with the manager and find the

reasons for any unsatisfactory conditions.

Suggest what the society might do to improve its ware-

house.
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Have you studied these other MATCOM "Learning Elements" for

staff of agricultural co-operatives?

- Basic economics of an agricultural co-operative

- The budget

MATCOM has also published a series of "Learning Elements"

for the staff of consumer co-operatives. Running a supply

service is almost like running a store for consumer goods.

Hence, several of these Elements might also be useful for

the staff of a supply co-operative. Recommended reading:

- Cash and stock management

- Receipt of goods

- Pricing

- Handling of cash

- Cash control without a cash register

- Cash control using a cash register

- Leakage

- Stock control records

- Stock-taking

- Salesmanship

- Easy lettering for signs and posters

- Work organisation and staff management

A comprehensive eight- to ten-day course on "Supply Manage-

ment" has also been designed by MATCOM. The Trainer's Man-

ual for this course is available from ILO.

Inquiries and orders for MATCOM training material should be

sent to:




